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S-20 incorporates the M-80 microphone, designed 
specifically for use in high noise environments with its 
excellent noise canceling properties. The microphone 
gain is set to operate over a wider range of aircraft 
radios, even handheld - the ultimate test.
S-20 Headset ........... P/N 11-02799 .............. $227.95

SIGTRONICS HEADSET/INTERCOM COMBOS

SIGTRONICS HEADSETS
SIGTRONICS HIGH PERFORMANCE HEADSETS 

All Sigtronics headsets and intercoms are specifically 
designed for high-noise environments and are RFI 
and EMI immune, giving you clear, interference-free 
transmission even in fabric or composite aircraft or in 
use with handheld radios.

SERIES 8 HEADSETS
“8 Series” superlight headsets are full-size quality 
headsets available at just 11.9 oz., delivering com-
fort, and performance. A new lightweight, custom flex 
boom stays where you put it, even in the roughest 
conditions.
S-58 features new, durable, non-glare “powder-coat-

ed” black hardware and Sigtronics “sky-blue” earcups. The new ergo-
nomic headpad and custom fit gel seals deliver comfort and eliminate 
“hot-spots”.  A new microphone configuration cancels unwanted noise 
before it can get into the system.  Sigtronics’ 5-year warranty, custom 
padded bag, easy-grab volume controls, ultra foam windscreen & exclu-
sive clothing clip are included. Wt. 11.9 oz. Flex boom.
Mono............................................................P/N 11-19105 .........$373.00
Stereo ..........................................................P/N 11-02803 .........$421.00
Helicopter ....................................................P/N 11-02813 .........$398.00
S-68 headsets include all of the S-58 features plus high-performance 
black earcups and 14K Gold Plated hardware.
 P/N 11-19125 .........$398.00
Stereo ..........................................................P/N 11-02805 .........$445.00
Helicopter ....................................................P/N 11-02815 .........$421.00

S-45 series headsets are the same as the S-40 
headset, except they have airflow headpads and gel 
earseals for maximum comfort.
 P/N 11-02797 .........$308.00
Helicopter .......................P/N 11-02810 .........$340.00
Stereo ............................P/N 11-02811 .........$362.00

AIRCRAFT SPRUCE
SKYCOM & SKYPRO HEADSETS

SKYCOM H-40A AVIATION HEADSET
Features Foam Ear Seals and Air-Foam Headpad 
for exceptional comfort and fit. The Skycom H-40A 
Headset provides 24 dB Passive Attenuation. It 
Features a high quality Noise Cancelling Electret 
Microphone specially designed to match the fre-
quency of the human voice to provide sound 
clarity, best intelligibility, and background noise 
reduction. The Unique ball-joint articulating boom 
rotates laterally for precise lip-angle alignment, and 
swivels for placement on either side of the mouth. 
Independent built-in volume control permits pilot 
and co-pilot to separate sound levels. The Cables 

are shielded and the speakers are wired in parallel for greatest reli-
ability. Fully adjustable headband fits all sizes. Navy Blue Earcups are 
fabricated from high impact ABS plastic .....P/N 11-09099 .....$124.75

SKYCOM H-80A AVIATION HEADSET
The Skycom H-80A is the top-of-the-line Passive 
headset manufactured for Aircraft Spruce. It incor-
porates all of the quality features of the economy 
SkyCom H-40A above, plus many more. The 
Skycom H-80A Headset features Leatherette Ear 
Seals and Super Cushion Headpad for exceptional 
comfort and fit. The Skycom H-80A Headset pro-
vides 24 dB Passive Attenuation. It Features a high 
quality Noise Cancelling Electret Microphone. It has 
Dual volume controls and a Mono/Stereo Selector 
Switch. All this in a premium, lightweight headset 
with attractive dark navy blue ear cups.
 P/N 11-09098 .....$179.75

SKYCOM ANR HEADSET
Available exclusively from Aircraft Spruce, The 
Skycom ANR Headset features Soft Leatherette/
Memory Foam Ear Seals for exceptional comfort 
and fit. Ultra-soft Pillow-Top Headpad remains 
comfortable during long flights. The Skycom ANR 
provides 24 dB Passive Attenuation, and 16-19 dB 
Active Attenuation. It Features a high quality Noise 
Cancelling Electret Microphone for crisp communi-

cations, full flex boom. The required battery for this headset is 9 volt. 
NOW UPDATED with Auto Shut-Off circuitry and Cell Phone/Music 
Input. Includes carrying case. This Skycom headset delivers excellent 
ANR performance at an economical price! .P/N 11-02214 .....$330.00

REPLACEMENT EAR SEALS
These seals fit SKYCOM H-40A, SKYCOM ANR, and SKYPRO 
H-80A headsets.
Replacement Gel Ear Seals ........................P/N 11-04680 ..$34.50/pr.
Replacement Foam Ear Seals. ...................P/N 11-04681 ..$16.50/pr.

SIGTRONICS S-AR HEADSET
The S-AR headset protects your hearing switched on 
or off. With S-AR switched on you hear a major reduc-
tion in low frequency noise. Radio transmissions that 
are weak and garbled on passive headsets will sound 
strong and clear with an S-AR headset. Features up 
to 19 db of active noise reduction, air foam head pad 
cushion that virtually eliminates “Hot Spots”, ultra-

deep gel ear seals for comfort and ease of use and custom flex boom for 
perfect mic placement. Sigtronics exclusive “Stop-Break” high flex cord 
and RFI and EMI free electronics make the S-AR ideal for pilots who 
want a high performance mono/stereo headset. A battery power module 
(9V) with belt clip and custom headset bag are included with all S-AR 
headsets. .....................................................P/N 11-00859 .........$735.00

SIGTRONICS S-8 HEADSET
Eliminate scratching the top of your canopy by using 
the Sigtronics S-8 headset. features a behind the head 
headband with quick adjust hook-n-loop strap that fits 
the shape of your head, a flex boom and gel ear seals. 
The S-8 has a passive noise reduction rating of 24 dB. 
5 Year warranty. ...............P/N 11-00645 .........$409.00

SIGTRONICS 2-PLACE COMBOS - Includes 2 Sigtronics S-58 head-
sets, 1 SPO-22 (2)place intercom, push-to-talk switch, & comfort 
covers for headsets.
Combo #1A w/S-58 Headsets .....................P/N 11-00037 ..$1,030.00
SIGTRONICS 4-PLACE COMBOS - Includes two Sigtronics S-58 
headsets, SPO-42 (4)place intercom, push-to-talk switch, & comfort 
covers for headsets.
Combo #2A w/S-58 Headsets .....................P/N 11-00038 ..$1,089.00
SIGTRONICS PANEL MOUNT COMBOS - Same as Combo #2 except 
substitute SPA-400 panel mount intercom for SPO-42 portable 
intercom.
Combo #3A w/S-58 Headsets .....................P/N 11-00039 ..$1,056.00

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICES!

SIGTRONICS HEADSET ACCESSORIES 
Electret Mic Muff  ...........P/N 900084 ................$3.75
Foam Ear Seals .............P/N 100369 ..............$10.99
Oval Gel Ear Seeals ......P/N 11-15888 ...........$31.55
Shirt Clip ........................P/N 11-04368 .............$4.99

S-AR Ear Seals Gel / Foam Filled ..............P/N 11-12533 ...........$50.95
Windscreen MIC 8 Series ...........................P/N 11-12534 .............$4.50

SIGTRONICS HEADSET TESTER HT-1 
Sigtronics Headset Tester will accommodate two 
headsets and include a built-in Push-To-Test switch.
With this unit you may test one headset alone or two 
headsets together. Simply plug one or two headsets 
into the tester. Then place the headset one your head 
and press the Push-To Test switch.
 P/N 11-17126 .........$115.75
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